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Fitting the SuPeR FAmily in comPASS 

the fitting flow for suPEr is very similar to the 
fitting flow for CLEar. this bulletin highlights 
what is new with the suPEr fitting flow.

You need to indicate which acoustic identity (i.e., which 
combination of receiver + ear-tip/earmould) you have 
chosen for your client in the selection window. 

Illustration: an acoustic identity must be chosen in the selection 
window.

In the Preconditions window, you have the option of 
indicating the length of earwire chosen for the client 
for future reference.

Illustration: the length of earwire chosen can be saved for future 
reference.
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a new 250 Hz handle will be available for the Basic 
sensogram in the sensogram window to provide 
an even more accurate measurement of the hearing 
threshold in the low frequencies. of course, the same 
accuracy can also be achieved with the existing Ex-
panded sensogram option.

Illustration: a 250 Hz handle is available for the Basic sensogram 
in Compass.
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a special listening program is available for long-term 
users of super power hearing aids who find it difficult 
to adjust to the sound of modern digital hearing aids. 
It is called the Classic program in Compass. the Classic 
program reproduces the sound quality of a traditional 
super power hearing aid in that the microphones go 
into fixed omni-directional mode, and the noise reduc-
tion is switched off. feedback cancelling is active, of 
course, but trusound softener is not.

Illustration: the default settings for the Classic program are fixed 
omni-directional mode, noise reduction off, trusound softener 
off, and feedback cancelling on.

moreover, to obtain a “linear”sound quality, ‘max audi-
bility for loud sounds’ and ‘Limited audibility for soft 
sounds’ are the default settings in the gain settings 
panel in the Classic program.

Illustration: the default gain settings in the Classic program are 
‘max audibility for loud sounds’ and ‘Limited audibility for soft 
sounds’.

Because severely-profoundly impaired hearing aid us-
ers have special needs in terms of output, we are intro-
ducing a special aoC strategy for this group. Instead 
of having the usual two ’on’ and ’off’ aoC settings, 
we are introducing three; off, aoC profound, and aoC 
normal.

Illustration: three aoC settings are available for suPEr.

aoC normal is the well-known existing setting, cor-
responding to on, in which it is possible to adjust in 4 
bands. 

Illustration: 4-band adjustment is available with the aoC normal 
setting.

off is for people who need as much sound as possible 
– even if this means that the signal will be distorted. 
there is no 4-band adjustment option with this setting.
aoC profound is an in-between setting. It will enable 
a higher output level than aoC normal, but the sound 
quality will be better than with off. there is no 4-band 
adjustment option with this setting.

Illustration: 4-band adjustment is not available with the aoC 
profound and off settings.
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the default aoC setting is hearing loss-dependent. 
Compass automatically switches between the default 
settings according to the hearing loss. of course, 
another setting can be chosen by the audiologist if 
needed.

since occlusion is not a relevant problem for super 
power candidates, the occlusion manager has been 
deactivated in the top panel in the fine tuning window.

Illustration: the occlusion manager has been deactivated in the 
top panel.

discrimination loss is very common in hearing aid us-
ers with severe to profound hearing loss. In the Ha 
configuration window, therefore, the default settings of 
the acoustic indicators are smarttones. However, not 
all candidates for suPEr have discrimination loss, so 
the smartspeak option is still available for selection in 
Compass.

Lost Partner alarm can be activated in suPEr, but 
since it is a smartspeak message, it may not be helpful 
to all clients.

Illustration: smarttones is the default setting, but smartspeak 
can be selected in Compass.

the visual indicator (LEd) is set in the Ha configuration 
window. the hearing aid can be programmed to flash 
when the rC-dEX is used (chosen in the example be-
low), when the hearing aid is active, or when a specific 
listening program is in use. 

Illustration: the hearing aid can be programmed to flash when a 
remote control signal is received, when the hearing aid is on, or 
when a specific listening program is in use.

the Ha handling window, which can be used for dem-
onstrating the basic functions of the hearing aid to the 
client, is also available in Compass for the suPEr fam-
ily.

Illustration: the Ha handling window can be used to demon-
strate the basic functions to the client
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